2021 Judges’ Choice Awards

Clothing Projects
Projects Listed in Numerical Order

★Denotes State Fair Participants
Participants selected for State Fair received notification after Style Review.

Selected participants who are unable to attend State Fair should notify the Extension office as soon as possible so we may notify the alternate if necessary. Thank you!

#406 Clothes for High School and College
★Mercedes Schlabach
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers

#408 Creative Costumes
★Corinne Hamilton
Strasburg Country 4-H

#409 Sew Fun
JR. ★Hadley Jarvis
CR. ★Ella Seibert
Wyema Porter
Avalon Gladman
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers

#410 Designed by Me
★Aubrey Grove
Courtney Kinsey
Cassandra Baker
Mary Caldwell
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers
Town and Country
Prime Cuts
Happy Harvesters

#411 em•bel•lish: A 4-H Guide to Wearable Art
★Fiona Armstrong
Above and Beyond

#413 Sundresses and Jumpers
★Sophia Liedtke
Emma Heaston
Madison Heaton
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers
Country Wild Childs
Country Wild Childs

#415 Ready, Set, Sew Active!
★Hailey Schlabach
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers

#417 Dress-Up Outfit - Daywear
★Hailey Schlabach (Formal wear)
★Isabel Seibert (Day wear)
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers

#418 Loungewear
★Quinn Schwartz
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers
#419 Terrific Tops
★ Anja Seats
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers

#420 Outerwear for Anywhere
★ Sashya Misko
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers

#425 Look Great for Less
★ Mackenzie Wilson
Atwood Lakers

#426 Clothing for Your Career
★ Sashya Misko
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers

Tuscarawas County Master Clothing Educator Construction Awards
Junior: Quinn Schwartz
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers
Senior: Hailey Schlabach
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers

Harbage Family State 4-H Clothing Program Award Nominee
Sashya Misko
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers

State 4-H Fashion Revue Award Nominee
Isabel Seibert
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers

Junior Master Clothing Educator of Ohio Award Nominee
Mercedes Schlabach
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers

Senior Master Clothing Educator of Ohio Award Nominee
Hailey Schlabach
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers

State 4-H Fashion Board Nominee
Hailey Schlabach
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers

Rising Star
Quinn Schwartz
Crooked Run Cloverstitchers

Selected participants who are unable to attend State Fair should notify the Extension office as soon as possible so we may notify the alternate if necessary. Thank you!